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One of the main features of democracy is to have free and fair elections as well as
ensure that the trust of the voters is faithfully represented in the institutions elected to
govern them. Kosovar politicians and foreign diplomats spend a lot of their time
speaking about democracy. This paper suggests that the establishment of a fully functional democratic system in Kosovo leaves plenty to desire. This recognition runs
against the official position of many elected officials and representatives of the international administration. We suggest that the problem is acute and could not be satisfactorily solved without improvement in the overall lines of responsibility and accountability. This would require that UNMIK and PISG structures recognize the shortcomings of the political system in general, and of the electoral system in particular, and put
these on high priority en par with stability and status.
This paper looks back at the four elections that Kosovo has had from 2000 until 2004,
and assesses their effects on the political culture today. The paper concurs with most
other stakeholders that the elections were free and fair. However, it stops short of concluding that the citizens’ trust has been faithfully represented in electing national and
local representatives (with the notable exception of the set-aside seats). Whereas elected representatives have proportionally been elected, their accountability to those who
have elected them remains limited at best.
The electoral system that Kosovo has had so far, List-PR (closed lists, proportional representation) has served its purpose in the first term. It allowed political parties to consolidate in the immediate phase after the war, but it was the wrong choice to make for
the second term.
As we found in 2004 while lobbying to change the electoral system as part of a civil
society movement, “Reforma 2004”, most NGOs, high officials of all the main parties
(one former and the then primeminister in office, the President of the Assembly), as
well as most international officials in their private capacities objected the current system. This system by definition helps party leaders put their parties firmly under their
control. This occurs especially in societies with no established democracy and as such
presents an obstacle to its further consolidation. Unfortunately, independent politicians
are still considered a nuisance not only to party leaders, but also to those international
administrators who think that status and security can be solved without democracy. As
a result, this system has discouraged the development of proper democracy at the
expense of some more narrow and immediate interests.
This paper shows that the current electoral system has negative effects. As a result, we
argue that if we are to expect democracy, then, it is essential to change the electoral system. The Kosovar society needs responsible leaders at all levels, democratically run parties, faithful representation of diverse interests, MPs who bring legitimacy to the instiKOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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tutions as well as stable and responsive governments. Proper dialogue in the institutions
replaces destructive “dialogue” on the streets.
As commented by several international observers, some international officials privately qualify Kosovars as immature. However, making decisions and collecting signatures
over dinner as it happenned over the decision to talk to Belgrade is no replacement for
that. The fact that the dialogue with Belgrade did not start after “the dinner” is one
such indicator.
The aim of this paper is to analyze several electoral trends, such as turn-out, party performance, results by municipality, or ethnicity. The hope embraced in international
administration that democracy could be established by administrative fiat is erroneous.
Quite on the contrary, as shown by the findings presented here citizens who have long
been expecting democracy, and see the present reality being portrayed with rosy colors
, have already started to show signs of fatigue and frustration with democracy. The creation of such a distance between the citizens and their representatives, as well as of the
government further exacerbates the already widespread views of corruption and
patronage.
The primary argument is that due to the electoral system and to the strategies of the
international community, as well as party leaderships, the political elite is losing much
of its popular support. This is manifested in many forms, such as rapid decrease in
turn-out, loss of votes by the parties in municipal government, significant fall of the
share of the electorate by the major three parties, all features that are evidence of a dangerous legitimacy vacuum in the society that may be tempted to be exploited in times
of crisis many of which Kosovo awaits in the future. Whereas the political parties may
not see an immediate interest to have this system changed, for it presents serious challenges to their internal management, the paper concludes that this would enable more
dynamic parties to reach out to new voters. Such a political culture would enable more
active parties to get rewarded more with votes for their outreach.
Finally, the paper recommends that the electoral system is changed and any such discussions for change should be guided by principles of accountability, fairness, minority inclusion, political integration, representation, voter participation, effective governance, and above all, legitimacy. Changing the electoral system, both at the local and at
the national level, is not going to solve all of the problems above, but it will certainly
be a significant step to saving the concept of democracy for the Kosovars. Although
we have no illusions that the electoral system will address most of the ills of the political system, a number of changes would certainly work to the benefit of the citizens.
We recommend that municipal elections are conducted in a system of open lists, proportional results, adequate gender and minority representation, no districting, and
directly elected mayors through a preferential system.
2
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For decades Kosovars have aspired opportunities to
freely exercise their political rights. Their struggles
against a discriminatory regime throughout the 1990’s
were filled with efforts and rhetoric in support of the
right to elect and be elected. This long and multifaceted struggle aimed, among the others, the establishment of representative and accountable institutions. In pursuit of those goals, the struggle of 1990s also included underground voting, albeit with little more than a symbolic effect due to the omni-present apartheid-like
regime.
The right to vote in
Kosovo can be exercised freely, though
fully representative and
truly accountable institutions are still missing

The present electoral system goes to the Office of the
Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG)
from the Central Election Commission as a Draft Regulation.
After being returned from the Legal Office in New York, the
SRSG promulgates it. The Central Election Commission is
“responsible for the conduct of elections in Kosovo”. The
CEC is appointed by the SRSG, but its work is said to be
“technical and professional” (OMiK). The current electoral
system takes Kosova as one electoral district for the
Assembly Election with seats allocated on a proportional
basis. The Sainte-Lague formula is used to calculate the
translation of votes into seats. The size of the Assembly is
120 seats with 20 seats being reserved for non-Albanian
communities. “These include ten for the Serb community,
four for the Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian communities, three
for the Bosniak community, two for the Turkish community,
and one for the Gorani community. These seats will be
added to any other seats that these communities may win
out of the remaining 100 seats, for which all voters will vote
(OMiK “Summary…” 4). The candidates’ list is closed,
meaning that a voter votes for a political party and not for an
individual candidate. Also, the system provides for a gender
requirement where women must make up one third of the
candidates’ list. There is no threshold for representation in
the Assembly for any political entities. In the last parliamentary elections in 2001, the OSCE Mission in Kosovo, which
ran the elections, set up approximately 1700 polling stations, 550 polling centers and an average of 750 voters were
slotted for each station in 2001. (Taken from “Reforming
Electoral System of Kosova” published in 2004 by KIPRED).

Years latter, the
right to vote in
Kosovo can be
exercised
freely,
though fully representative and truly
accountable institutions are still missing. There are structural and other
shortcomings eroding voter confidence, accountability lines and trust in
public institutions.
Consequently, the
legitimacy gap is
widening as this
paper attempts to
illustrate.
Currently there are
serious deficiencies
in the relation
between voters and
their representatives. Citizens can-
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not name an elected representative who speaks on their behalf; hence there is no constituency connection between elected officials and voters. As a result, vertical accountability lines are entirely absent. The major link that exist – political parties – seems to
be misreading the citizens’ mood and elements of this link are granting insufficient
attention to what citizens want and expect. As a result, overall turn-out is decreasing,
as is the overall accumulation of votes by major parties which points to serious dissatisfaction.
Voters are increasingly left with a growing sense of powerlessness to the detriment of
qualitative participation. They cannot hold individual representatives accountable for
their actions and they cannot clearly assign responsibilities for performance of governing bodies. As significant parts of the voting body feel disenfranchised, legitimacy
foundations upon which institutions and political parties lie, continue to degenerate. A
small portion of voters at the local level is reacting by sanctioning municipal incumbent
parties. Many more, however, are feeling increasingly alienated from decision-making
processes and thus they are encouraged to use “alternative” means for making their
voices heard – they are abstaining from the main form of political participation, and
often the only available, casting their ballot.
In light of the above, this paper tries to portray the newly acquired rights for Kosovars
to vote and to outline voting trends from first free elections in 2000 until the last elections held in 2004. Understandably, a very short history of elections is a serious handicap for identifying voting trends as they deserve. However, a few modest trends and
lessons displayed here are worth being taken into account, particularly the plummeting
citizens’ participation and a widening legitimacy gap. Ideally, such as study should be
coupled with a public survey that would probe these questions from the point of view
of various citizen groups. Another limitation is that this series of four elections masks
two local and two national elections. Aware of the different nature of these elections,
we have only analyzed comparable results that showed continuous trends.

4
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1. GENERAL TRENDS
A) Voting body / Getting Bigger
Table 1: Growth of electoral body

One of the most dramatic trends from the elections of (per year)
2000 to 2004 is the size of the voting body. In the elections of 2000 there were 913,179 registered voters. The
body of potentially eligible voters was much higher, but a
very high number of voters from the diaspora and minority citizens had not been registered, a drawback corrected in subsequent years. Therefore, overall growth of the
electorate since first elections until the last in 2004 is considerable in both relative and
absolute terms. In only four years the number of registered voters has increased for as
much as half of its initial size. Such a high increase cannot be attributed to birth rate
alone.
The sharpest increase in the number
of registered voters took place
between the elections of 2000, 2001
and 2002. This increase is peculiar
due to the registration of the
Kosovar Serbs and the diaspora who
returned to register within two to
three years after the war of 1999.
Figure 1: Overall increases in the size of the electorate

Serbs were very disciplined in boycotting the first local elections. It was only after the first elections that the rate of their
registration picked up, which continue well afterwards, only to have most Serbs registered before the third elections in 2002.
The diaspora also managed to register in about the same time frame as the Serbs did,
between 2000 and 2002. They could choose to vote either in Kosovo or as absentee
voters although there are indicators that only a small portion of the diaspora voted.

B) Turn-out Trends / Steady Decline
One of the central worries that this paper points out is the
decreasing turn-out. First elections were marked by an outstanding enthusiasm and a participation of 79%. Very long
queues were a common sight in polling stations across
Kosovo. Such a high participation partly occurred due to the post-war euphoria and the
enthusiasm with the long-awaited elections in liberated Kosovo. Further, taking part in
The turn-out fell
from 79% in 2000
to 49.5% in 2004.

KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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the elections was considered a civic-patriotic duty. Retrospectively speaking, such a
water-mark seems too high reference with which to compare subsequent elections.
Table 2: Turn-out

Whereas here is no need to judge turn-out by
first elections, this does not mean that there
is no reason to worry for the continuous
decrease of turn-out subsequently. Although
it is natural to have decreased somewhat, the
sharp decline observed is certainly exceptional.

The turn-out of 2000 was partially boosted by
the fact that the Serbs had not registered. Any
judgment whether a turn-out is high or low
has to take into account the potential boycott
of any community.

It is also safe to assume that if
the circumstances which have
brought to this declines
remain present for the next
year, the turn-out in the local
elections in 2006 will be the
lowest ever

Their non-participation in latter elections
(while registered) explains a part of the
decreasing trend. Several international officials have made this argument as a way to
downgrade the implications of a lower turn-out. However, only a small portion of the
30% decrease can be explained by the non-participation of the Serbs. Similarly, the low
participation of the diaspora has a negligible explanatory power of this trend. Nor can
this trend be attributed to a putative global crisis of democracy, for Kosovo has not
even started to function as a democracy.
Although decrease in turn-out from 2003 to 2004 is very low this by no means is a sufficient reason for satisfaction. First, the tendency of declining turn-out has not stopped
yet, not to mention a possible reversal of this negative trend. Second, national elections
by default are considered “first order” elections and as such they trigger higher turnout in comparison with elections of other
Major parties vs. nonvoters
levels. Therefore, it is safe to assume that if
700,000
elections of 2004 were not of a national
600,000
(Kosovo-wide) level, we would have wit500,000
2000
400,000
2001 nessed a deeper decline in turn-out than the
300,000
2002 relatively moderate drop off that we had. It
200,000
2004
is also safe to assume that if the circum100,000
0
stances which have brought to this declines
LDK+PDK+AAK
Non-voters
remain present for the next year, the turnFigure 2: Major parties outpaced by nonvoters (includ- out in the local elections in 2006 will be the
ing registered but low participating Diaspora and
lowest ever.
Serbs)
6

Magnitude of absenteeism is made even more illustrative when paying attention to
absolute numbers. In 2004 as much as 602.690 voters did not take part in elections,
which is a higher number than the collected number of votes won by three main parties together (570.480 votes).
The fact that many have decided not to cast the ballot despite a better organization and
shorter queues can be attributed to: lower trust to institutions, limited transfer of competences, and no direct accountability (especially after the first local elections were conducted with open lists and all subsequent ones with closed lists). Growing distance
between citizens and institutions due to dissatisfactory performance, requires attention
and it has to be tackled sooner rather than later.
It may already be a truism that in the electoral system of proportional representation
with closed party lists, political parties are the key instrument towards a sound representation. The central level of the parties decide on the names to be placed on the list
and which party members get placed high and which ones do not get a chance at all.
The parties are also the key vehicle in setting and improving discipline and accountablity of their elected representatives. This would not be such a major problem if the triangle between citizens-parties-elected representative would function well. Further, such
a relationship is further strengthening party-representative relationship at the expense
of the relationship of the voter with the party
If major parties are unable
and representatives.
to mobilize most of the voters and at the same time If major parties are unable to mobilize most of
smaller parties and initia- the voters and at the same time smaller parties
tives cannot gather suffi- and initiatives cannot gather sufficient trust to
cient trust to compete with compete with main parties, legitimacy of the
main parties, legitimacy of whole political elite is in a critical state. This fact
the whole political elite is
is becoming more visible from one election to
in a critical state
another and it has already taken drastic proportions, falling below 50%. Lack of correspondence between citizens’ demands and what
parties have to offer is resulting in decreasing turn-out. Staying home instead of voting
is becoming more rational for most Kosovars.
Another worrisome trend is what was stated by the latest Human Development Report
(2004), which found that an average Kosovar engages in negative participation (e.g.
public protests) four times more than in constructive participation (e.g. member of a
union, NGO, etc.).
One problem with plummeting turn-out is the way that this seems to be affecting parties. Even with moderate data available, it is safe to conclude that this high drop in
turnout is affecting the electorate at large and parties across Kosovo. Judging from statKOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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ed positions of political parties, none of them feels that its base has eroded more than
that of other parties. Parties generally do not seem ready to try to expand their electoral base by reaching out to new voters. Mostly, parties seem smug in their gradually
eroding position, only because the same trend haunts all parties, albeit at differing
degrees. There is neiTable 3: Performance of major political entities and nonvoters
ther substantial evidence indicating that
a party believes that it
would considerably
benefit
from
a
prospective higher
turn out, neither that
low turn-out in any
case so far has affected it more than other
competing parties. An
attitude that every
party has a “fair
share” of
voter
abstentions implies
worrisome consequences. Namely, feeling safe from higher loss of voters in comparison to other parties gives no strong incentive to any of them to agresively work in
mobilizing voters beyond their cleaveges.
The fact that parties focus on keeping the core voters may as well be one of the reasons why so many voters feel so militantly about their party. Nonvoters on the other
hand remain out of the sphere of interest with parties focused primarily on their core
base. Instead of supporting an electoral system that would create a substantial mass of
swing voters that would induce parties to moderate their stances, Kosovars are increasingly falling in two opposite categories, militants and apathetic nonvoters. Parties view
most voters as already decided for the long-term and feel smug that no new entity will
be able to grab the growing body of non-voters (who already number more than the
three parties altogether). When the fourth
largest party now, ORA, decided to enter the An average Kosovar engages
political struggle in 2004, it worried many long in negative participation (e.g.
public protests) four times
standing politicians, but few cite ORA as a
more than in constructive parcredible threat at the moment.
ticipation (e.g. member of a
This relaxation seems even more problematic union, NGO, etc.), according
when noting that trends are unlikely to change to HDR 2004
8
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by itself. It is hazardous to rely on better turn-out and elimination of the legitimacy gap
by simpy leaving things to their natural flow and to generational change. Not knowing
fully what potential constituencies they can attract, parties too often rely on new voters
to make-up for their loss, demonstrated by their excessive reliance and use of rhetoric
on youth. In turn, they make little attempt to reach out across the narrow body of their
well mobilized electorate. This is self-deluding as youth usually votes with less discipline
than others. Further, no studies or polls so far have argued about any particular trends
about youth voting, and it is likely that those few youngsters who do vote will spread
their votes to existing parties more or less proportionally.
Negative trends so far cannot be attributed to generational differences and thus reversal of these negative trends cannot be left to wait new generations of voters who in the
decades to come may outwote the rest. In three elections after 2000 most of the new
voters were those initially not included in voter lists’ rather than those who in the meantime reached voting age. Hence, a growing non-voting constituency that we witnessed
so far is not attributable to generational replacements
Instead of creating
or age distinctions. The electoral body will not increase
moderating swing votwith the rate that it has done so far, and as a corollary
ers, the electoral systo that, a growing “voting body” will have a very small
tem is centrifuging
Kosovare into two main effect on the distribution of votes, and even this small
political categories: effect will more or less proportionally apply to all parparty militants and apa- ties.
thetic nonvoters

In conclusion, during four years of the period under
review turn-out has plummeted drastically. This decline cannot be explained solely
either with initial high threshold, generational differences with first time voters or similar single factors. Rather a combination of growing lack of interest and resignation
with all political parties and the quality of representation is leaving nonvoting and negative forms of participation as the sole alternative to social change.

C) Municipal variations
At the local level there are interesting trends from region to region. Some municipalities defy the decreasing turn-out by consistently keeping very high discipline. In 2000,
municipalities with highest turn-out were Rahovec/Orahovac with 90%, Novo
Brdo/Novobërdë also with 90% and Štrpce/Shtërpcë with 87%. As it is known both
Novo Brdo/Novobërdë and Štrpce/Shtërpcë are
Trends point to a serious loss of trust in the municipalities with ethnically mixed population, but
Kosovar political par- since Serbs boycotted elections in 2000 these percentties that must be tack- ages included Albanian voters only. Municipalities with
led urgently lowest turn-out in 2000 were Viti/Vitina with 69% of
KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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voters, Kamenica and Kaçanik, each with 75%.
In 2001, the highest turn-out was in Novo Brdo/Novobërdë (75.5%; also the highest
in 2002 with 81%), Štrpce/Shtërpcë (75.2%, in 2002 with 69%), which were both
among three top municipalities in 2000, and Gllogovc with 73.1%. At the same time,
the lowest turn-out is recorded in municipalities in which majority of voters are Serbs:
Zvečan/Zveçan (18.6%), Zubin Potok (29.8%, interestingly in 2002 with 70%) and
Leposavič/Leposaviq (45.2%).
In 2004 the highest ranking municipalities in turn-out were in three Albanian majority
municipalities, Gllogovc (65.8%), Shtime (65.8%) and Deçan (59.8%), whereas the lowest turn-out was in Serb majority municipalities in Zubin Potok (8.2%), Zvečan/Zveçan
(1.9%) and Leposavič/Leposaviq (0.8%).

D) Albanian and Serb Turn-out Trends
Serbs in general were more reluctant to take part in the elections, for the fear of legitimizing (a) the general processes in Kosovo and (b) the local Albanian rule in their
respective municipalities. It is especially worrying to note that their turn-out also
decreased over time from 67% to 52% in local elections, and from 47% to 9% in central elections. Whereas these statistics only measure the turn-out in Serb-majority
municipalities and not of Serbs per se, they are somewhat inaccurate, but they do show
a distinct trend which is not noticed in any other municipalities. It is obvious from these
numbers and from overall observations of politics that Serbs have boycotted national
elections at far higher numbers than local elections. Even a 52% overall turn-out
enabled Serbs to get the majority in municipalities where they form the majority in the
local elections.
In spite of this unenthusiastic attitude towards elections it is worth noting that the
Kosovar Serb constituency seems to have realized the negative consequences of boycott that it has incurred, judging from post-electoral statements of the main local Serb
leaders. It shows a bitter recognition for the lack of legitimate alternatives to elections
in pursuit of their goals. By the same token it indicates a possible long-term change
within this marginally integrated community with respect to institutions and a likely
abandonment of rejected integration.

10
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3. SPECIFIC TRENDS
A) Learning of Democracy
The fact that four elections have been held
from 2000 until 2004 has
had a significant effect
on the voters, parties,
and organizers of elections, with positive
Figure 3: Invalid ballots (2000-2004)
results that can increasingly be observed. Already after first elections, the number of invalid ballots was
brought below 2% and it has been kept at this tolerable level ever since. In four years
of electoral history, improvements in performance have been fast for both, those
organizing elections (OSCE and CEC) as well as for voters.
Table 4: Invalid ballots (in top/ bottom five
municipalities)

The drop of invalid ballots can be attributed
to several factors. First and foremost is the
fact that the OSCE changed the criteria of
what constitutes an invalid ballot, which
enabled a dramatic drop. One of these criteria
that came about as part of this effort was to
count and present blank ballots separately
from invalid ballots (not a practice in 2000).
Another reason for the drop is the selection of
a closed list system which is much easier to
vote on than in open lists, which was the case
in first local elections in 2000.

In 2000 as much as 4.9% of cast ballots were invalid, only to drop to 1.9% in 2001 and
subsequently to 1.4% in 2004. This is an acceptable level of invalid ballots, particularly for a developing democracy, and is an indicator that now Kosovo has an electoral
body sufficiently educated to participate in more complicated systems. As comparative
data show many more advanced democracies have higher levels of invalid ballots (e.g.
Slovenia in 2000 had 3.3%, Romania in 2000 had 6.2%, Poland in 2001 had 4.0% etc.)
which may be sufficiently acceptable as a trade-off for selecting an electoral system that
brings about better representation and accountability. Continuation of voter education
will help further reduce the level of invalid ballots or at least to preserve it at this
acceptable level.

KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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In the year 2000 Fushë Kosovë/Kosovo
Polje had the highest number of invalid
ballots (10.7%), only to be closely followed by Štrpce/Shtërpcë (10.4%). In
elections of the same year, municipalities
with lowest invalid ballots were Istog
(2.5%) and Novo Brdo/Novobërda
(2.7%). It is interesting to note that
besides a single outlier (Zvečan/Zveçan
Figure 4: Invalid ballots for urban and rural
municipalities
with 55.8% invalid ballots), all municipalities had decreased significantly in the fourth elections in 2004. The fall is especially dramatic precisely in Fushë Kosovë/Kosovo Polje, which became the municipality with
the lowest rate of invalid ballots in 2004. This
may have been the case due to the fact that The low level of invalid balFushë Kosovë/Kosovo Polje had its lowest lots is an indicator that
Kosovo’s electoral body is
turn-out, which might have affected a low numsufficiently educated to parber of invalid ballots, assuming that very disciticipate in more complicated
plined, relatively educated voters exercised their systems
right.
Whereas there are some differences in invalid ballots from urban and rural municipalities, these differences remain fairly low. The decrease of invalid ballots over time is as
significant throughout Kosovo as it is in the seven more urban municipalities.

12
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4. QUALITY OF REPRESENTATION
One of the indicators of the level
of democracy in a country is the
level of representation of its citizens, measured by the number of
citizens represented by one elected
official.
Extreme discrepancies were evidenced when conducting several
Figure 5: Representation measured by citizens represented by one
comparisons.
In the two local elecmunicipal councilor
tions the municipality with the worst
ratio was Prishtina, where one MP
represented 2,165 voters, whereas in Zvečan/Zveçan only 2 voters had all the attention
of a representative (local elections in 2000). This is an extremely unfair ratio and a flagrant aberration of the one person – one vote principle, which was only latter insignificantly softened. In the second local elections, the figures showed Prishtina with 3,044
voters represented by one representative whereas the best-ratio was taken up by Novo
Brdo/Novobërda which had one representative for 163 voters.
On the other hand, with regard to representation at the central politics, Prishtina can
be looked as the most favorably represented municipality. Out of 120 MPs half of
them are either from Prishtina or have moved there in recent years. Since the party is
the main chain between the voters and the representatives, this is usually not viewed as
a problem. Instead of commuting between their constituencies, capitol and their party,
most of MPs go back and forth only between party headquarters and Assembly. Since
in that relation an identifiable constituency is entirely absent we end up with most of
elected MPs who are from Prishtina or who move there after they are elected but with
no particular accountability to anybody.
Although currently wide disparity (as the one between Prishtina and Novobërdë) is not
a particular source of grievance, it is not beyond reason to see growing dissatisfaction
from some other voting groups with a poor ratio of representation. This might become
particularly troublesome when noting that disparities look harshest when looked at
through ethnic lens. Serb-dominated municipalities had an average of 466 voters in
2002 per MP, whereas Albanian-dominated municipalities had 1,441 voters per MP.
Such discrepancies fuel overall disillusionment of the majority of Kosovar voters with
the current representational system and provide them with one more incentive against
participating in elections. It is all types of minorities within large municipalities that ultiKOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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mately end up underrepresented. It is essential that future elections legislation in
Kosovo addresses this issue.

A) Party Performance
There are a number of important trends worth noticing when it comes to party performance. As can be seen from Figure 9, the LDK has experienced a fall in the absolute
size of its supporters with each consecutive election. Between the local elections of
P e rfo rm an ce o f m a jo r p a rtie s
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Figure 6: Performance of major political entities and nonvoters

2000 and the parliamentary elections of 2004, the LDK has experienced a drop of over
85 thousand voters. Expressed in percentage change this means that the LDK electoral
body in 2004 was 21.4% smaller than that in 2000. However, after the steep falls
between the election of 2000 and 2001 (54,700 votes) and that between 2001 and 2002
(23,500 votes), the rate of at which support for the LDK was falling has slowed down.
In the elections of 2004, the LDK lost only some 7,481 votes from the 2002 elections.
The other two major parties, the PDK and the AAK, faced smaller changes in the
absolute size of their electorate. Overall, between the elections of 2000 and 2004, the
PDK gained 11,300 votes (6%). The electorate of AAK increased by around 4,900 voters in 2004, which meant a rise of 9.2%, from their 2000 electoral body. However, it is
interesting to note that AAK and PDK noticed a significant drop for the first time in
2004, which in proportional terms is higher than that of LDK.
These shifts in the absolute numbers of voters for
the three main parties are reflected in the share of
the electorate captured by each of the parties. The
LDK’s share of the total valid ballots cast decreased
rapidly in 2001, falling to 43.7% from the 58% it held
in the elections of 2000. It has remained relatively
14
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The dominance of
Prishtina promotes leaders loyal to particular
cliques in the center to
the detriment of legitimacy of and trust in the
political system

steady since then, hovering at around 45%-46%
in 2002 and 2004.
The absolute increase in
the number of voters
voting for the PDK has
resulted in only a 1.5%
increase in the share of
the total valid ballots
between the elections of
Figure 7: Overall gains/losses by political entities
2000 and 2004. In fact,
there was a 2.3% fall for PDK in 2001, but this improved in the following election of
2002 to over 29% of the total valid ballots – the highest share the PDK has had to date.
A striking trend that can be observed from the figures above is the substantial number
of nonvoters. In the elections of 2000, the three major parties made up some 70% of
the total electorate, which was a good standing in relation to non-voters who made up
only 20% of the electorate. However, the relations changed quite substantially in the
following elections of 2001, when the share of the electorate commanded by the main
parties fell to 50%, while the proportion of nonvoters increased to nearly 37%. By the
elections of 2002, nonvoters managed to overtake – if only marginally – the number
of voters supporting the three main parties (Fig 8). This trend abated in 2004, but it
was still sufficient to have nonvoters exceed the three main parties.
The rise of nonvoters since the first local elections in 2000 may partly be explained by
the subsequent registration of Serb voters and of the Albanian diaspora. The Serbian
community cannot account for the total number of nonvoters for the simple fact that
it cannot account for 254,000 nonvoters that in 2001
were added to the existing
192,000 nonvoters of 2000.
Indeed, the marginal impact
of the Serb electorate on the
increase of non-voters is
corroborated by the graph
on Kaçanik, which as an
example of municipalities
with very few minorities, has
also exhibited similar trends
for nonvoters. Hence, the
Figure 8: The rise of nonvoters in Kaçanik
increase of nonvoters as a perKOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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centage of the total electorate must be accounted primarily to factors related to dissatisfaction.

B) Performance of Other Albanian Political Entities
If major parties are losing their grip on Kosovo, one could only hope that new entities are filling the void. Unfortunately for those who would wish to see the pluralism
in Kosovo enhanced, there are no significant positive trends.
On the whole, smaller parties scored better in local elections, with the poorest performance in 2001 elections. In contrast with first elections, in 2004 the conglomerate
of smaller parties gained 10.98% of votes, an increase that occurred due to the advent
of a new civic initiative/political party ORA, which managed to garner 6.2% of the
votes. Albanian Demo-Christian Party (PSHDK) ranked second with 1.8% of votes.
In relation to other political parties of relatively the same magnitude PSHDK stands
stronger in Gjakovë, where in 2004 it won 13.5% of the votes. In the same year
PSHDK also managed to increase its constituency in Klina with 9.6% of the votes.
An interesting example of non-consistent pattern in vote-sharing is drawn from
PREK. In elections of 2002 PREK won 2.8% of the votes, which ranked it on top of
the list outside three main Kosovo-wide parties. However, the same party in 2004 won
only 0.1% of the votes.
Several parties stand disRadical Votes
tinct in the group of smaller parties. LKÇK, LPK
and a number of other
parties
are
generally
regarded with an unhelpful
attitude towards the current system of governance
and the future status
option that they advocate.
They stand for Union with Figure 9: Votes of parties that adovcate union with Albania
Albania, unlike other political parties. These parties won 0.18% of votes in 2000. This is the lowest amount of
votes collected by these parties when compared with other elections held so far. In
2001 performance of these parties taken together slightly increased to 2%, the highest percentage of votes that the group of parties in question managed to win. In the
same year best performance was recorded for LKÇK, which got 1.1% of the Kosovowide votes. LKÇK scored best in Suharekë/Therandë (3.6%), Ferizaj (1.7%) and
Rahovec/Orahovac (1.6%). In the last elections (2004) LKÇK did not participate at
all. Overall, the representation of parties with this profile has consolidated at around
1.3%.
16
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C) Geographic Distribution of Votes
At the Kosovo-wide scale there are barely any distinctive voting patterns in rural areas
in comparison with urban ones, although some minor cleavages can be observed.
However, in most municipalities it is possible to observe a distinct regional trend of
the distribution of votes, concentrated by clusters of villages. Whereas the two main
parties in Malishevë are evenly split at the municipality level, there are few areas where
elections trends follow municipality wide trends. Most voting centers reported trends
where one party controls at least 60% of the votes. As research shows, most voting in
Malishevë occurs depending on membership with the Kastrati or Krasniqi families
who have long-standing rivalries in this region. The dominance of PDK in the town
is obvious, with 62% of the votes, ahead of LDK with 27% which has compensated
by its strength in most rural parts of this municipality.
Another model of voter behavior is best illustrated by the case of Klinë, where voters follow a different set of geographically determined allegiances. In areas neighboring Drenica, PDK is strongest, hovering at around 50% of the votes, significantly
more than at the municipality-wide levels. Similarly, the AAK ranked better in areas
bordering the municipality of Peja/Peč, in the voting centers of Grabanicë and
Drenoc, above 20%, more than twice of its Klinë-wide average. By the same token,
PSHDK got 38% in Zllakuqan, 24% in Budisallc,
Votes determined by
and 13% in the town of Klinë, compared to 1.8% at
individual allegiances,
lines of division stem- the Kosovo-wide level.
ming from the war, family ties, urban/rural prejudicies are not healthy
and must be overcome

The third model is that of Prishtina, where
urban/rural differences carry a lot of weight. Unlike
in other municipalities, in this instance LDK is relatively solid throughout rural areas of the municipality with 61% of votes. In urban areas LDK holds 51% of votes. Stronger support in
rural areas exists also in the case of PDK. It has won 21% of votes outside the city
and 18% inside the city, a trend also valid for AAK. Relative weakness of three main
parties in urban areas of Prishtina results from the emergence of ORA. The latter ran
its campaign distinctly targeting the urban constituency. As a result, it got between
13%-25% in the city, 6% in a recent suburb such as Kodra e Trimave or Hajvali,
between 4%-5% in neighboring villages such as Besi or Shkabaj, only to fall below 1%
in distant areas of the municipality such as Sharban or Marevc.
The municipality of Kaçanik combines two trends, both the war legacy and how various allegiances stemming from the war translate into current voting trends. Also, in
Kaçanik it is interesting how these cleavages very much coincide with parochial views
of “old citizens of Kaçanik” versus the newcomers from rural areas. Whereas the
KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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town of Kaçanik voted in majority for LDK, 49% as opposed to 36% for PDK, the
latter was mostly in the majority in the rural areas.
Such a geographic distribution of votes, determined by individual allegiances, lines of
division stemming from the war, family ties, urban/rural prejudices are not healthy and
must be overcome. Instead of manipulating these lines of division, parties should
make an attempt to overcome them. It should also be noted that usually areas with
such characteristics have also strong party branches which may often be a corollary of
the relationships delineated above. Overcoming these relationships is not only important for the parties, but essential if Kosovo is to overcome its present divisions and
turn into a more cosmopolitan society, although similar trends still persist to various
degrees present in many Western European democracies.

D) Local parties
There are few local parties, geographically specific, operating in different municipalities. Among those, the Democratic Union of Gjakovë (UDGJ) is the most recognizable local party, primarily focused within the boundaries of Gjakovë. In spite of its
limitation to the municipality of Gjakovë, UDGJ also ran in the Kosovo-wide elections of 2004 and even gained symbolic number of votes in almost all municipalities.
In the local elections of 2002 UDGJ won 2.3% of votes in Prizren, while in its center (Gjakovë) it received 7% which was enough for three seats in the Municipal
Assembly.
There are two local parties from other community parties, Gora Citizens' Initiative
(GIG) and Prizren-Dragas Inicitiative (PDI). Whereas GIG ran in elections of 2000,
2002 and 2004, PDI participated only in elections of 2004. Since both of these parties are made of representatives of the Gorani community and target Gorani constituency their territorial presence is entirely dependent of Goranis' parties and are
concentrated mostly in Dragash/Dragaš and in Prizren. In the first local elections of
2000, GIG, received 11.94% of votes in Dragash/Dragaš winning two seats in the
Municipal Assembly. The same party in Prizren got 2.80% and 0.32% in Mitrovica. In
elections of 2002, GIG has got 11.94% of votes in Dragash/Dragaš municipality and
again won two seats in Municipal Assembly. In elections of 2004, GIG won 14% of
votes in Dragash/Dragaš, 3.84% of votes in Prizren and some few votes in some
other municipalities. The PDI participated in elections of 2004 but its success was
very weak, receiving only 1.8% of votes in Prizren.
It is impossible to draw any trends on the Serb votes due to the frequent boycotts of
elections, firstly in 2000 when they even boycotted registering for elections, to partial
18
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participation in subsequent
elections. The highest participation was noted in the local
elections in 2002 when elected representatives of the
Serbian community assumed
control of five municipalities
of Kosovo.
It is interesting to note that
the political party scene Figure 10: Distribution of Serb votes among types of political entities
among the Serbs is much
more plural than among Albanians. Whereas Albanian local parties have never scored
more than 1% of the total share of votes, their Serbian counterparts have scored
markedly better within the Serb camp. Similarly, civic initiatives and independent candidates have scored better.
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5. IS LEGITIMACY ERODING?
A) Legitimacy of Political Parties and Electoral Behavior
Kosovo’s embryonic democracy with its current electoral design relies on closed-list
party representation. It is party leaderships that have the final say on who gets a blank
ticket to the parliament and which party activists are left outside. Questions related to
accountability, disciplining and rewarding of individual representatives are thus a sole
discretion of the very top
Table 5: The Main Opposition is Winning
party leaderships. More than
that, all these and other related
potential actions are sometimes even a burden that party
leaders might not be able or
willing to exercise adequately
vis-à-vis their would-be elected officials. Instead, party
leaderships were frequently
trapped in balancing the sharing of spoils between various
internal factions. Amidst such
an environment there are allegations of various party members blackmailing their leadership in order to get themselves
higher on the electoral list.
Further, elected representatives perceive few compelling reasons to be thankful to voters for getting elected. They
certainly feel as they owe more towards respective party heads. Understandably, representatives, as any rational beings, know best what their interests are and they are driven by a desire to be elected and reelected. But as long as voters do not appear on their
power matrix, their representatives can hardly know what is best for those they ought
to represent. Their election and reelection, while affected by the overall number that a
party wins, is entirely unaffected by how many votes does a particular candidate bring
to the party.
It goes without saying that the aforementioned electoral arrangements go to the detriment of citizens and their confidence in democratic institutions. Usually, citizens
20
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express their preferences based on an aggregate judgment about party leaders, local
representatives and a number of different factors important to them. They judge about
past performances and future expectations. They also expect to have some influence
over their representatives. Citizens’ influence does not imply a full control over what
representatives do and say, but at least a mere sense of wider opportunities to choose
from as well as to punish those that stray away from public interest. In our case, absence
of any personal relations between MPs and voters goes against citizens’ minimal expectations. Left without a voice in determining who could be their best representatives,
voters are rejecting what they are offered, after they find themselves unable to threaten
those candidates that betray public trust. Constituencies are growing apathetic and trust
in democratic institutions is getting slimmer. Presence of a number of extra-constitutional bodies (UNMIK) entirely outside the sphere of influence of voters’ choice, only
adds up to the sense of powerlessness and to the legitimacy deficit.
This view would not be so discouraging if political parties – currently the sole link
between representative bodies and voters – would be less negligent about electoral
abstention. Unfortunately, within parties so far there are no efforts taken to seriously
address this issue. In fact, indifference within parties in relation to low turn-out is clearly signaled in a number of post-electoral statements of major leaders.

B) We know better than the voters, they say
Various local and international leaders, including party heads, justified closed lists with
the argument that parties know better than the people who the worthiest candidates
are. Likewise, the SRSG (Harri Holkeri) paradoxically refused open lists arguing that
they favor popular personalities. In fact, the current system empowers only the top
leadership of every party, whereas a different system would actually serve the purpose
of the elections, to empower those that care most to approach the citizens. Both of the
arguments made by defendants of List-PR justify closed lists make the assumption that
the Kosovar voters are not voting rationally and that they are not able to make intelligent and responsible choices for themselves. This implies that elections should be a
mere façade whereas decision-making shall remain controlled through a handful of
party leaders, not the voters. A reasoning like that is not only a slap on the face of the
process of democratization, but is also untrue. As this paper shows, Kosovar voters
have switched loyalties when dissatisfied with their leaders. This seems to be the case
at the local level – where voters have ample evidence to judge performance of local
politicians and to cast their ballot accordingly. Yet, setting decision-making process
completely outside their realm of influence through current electoral solutions makes
them dissatisfied with the whole political process and the entire political elite. It makes
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voters despondent with unfair and undemocratic rules of the game and with politicians
beyond their influence. Unless this is tackled, there Justifying closed lists
will be more room for informal leaders and for neg- makes the assumption
ative forms of expressing dissatisfaction.
that the Kosovar voters
are not able to make
The decline of legitimacy was heralded earlier by sevresponsible choices for
eral reports as well as claims by the civil society.
themselves
Noticing limited abilities to lead, for the past year, a
broad base of civil society members had demanded an electoral system with open lists
in multiple multi-member electoral districts. The aim of this proposal was to empower
grass-root leaders as well as create more space for those influential individuals who can
mobilize the masses but are not part of official political structures. Some of these leaders may be viewed as radical, but it is a principle of post-war stabilization that all politicians air their grievances in the Assembly rather than vent their anger on the streets.
Between practical interests of daily politicking on one side and legitimacy of institutions on the other the latter should prevail.

C) Punishing Incumbents
A careful look at voter trends shows that voters are far more intelligent than politicians
or UNMIK heads take them to be. Parties that controlled various municipal governments between local elections in 2000 and 2002 lost over 80,000 votes in total. This
points out to a general dissatisfaction with all ruling parties at local level as well as a
growing connection of voters with local issues. Voters are intelligently and consciously reacting in proportion with perceived relevance that institutions have to their concerns and interests. One might add that their reaction is probably also in a correlation
with the amount of first-hand information about performance of representatives.
Declining to give again votes to government and an increase of votes to the opposition
is a sign that the voters have been very dissatisfied with the way their municipality was
governed during this period. Altering their vote to the Instead of begrudgingly
second biggest party indicates not only a mere sanc- voting for the oppositioning of incumbents for unsatisfactory outcomes, tion, most dissatisfied
but also a belief that better governance is still possi- voters have decided not
ble. That hope, when looked in light of growing to vote at all
abstention and blank votes, seems gradually but
steadily diminishing.
Overall, parties in government at the local level between local elections of 2000 and
2002 lost 82,144 votes throughout Kosovo, whereas opposition parties gained 30,049
votes. This leaves between 50,000 and 110,000 “undecided” camp, which means that
22
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most voters, instead of begrudgingly voting for the opposition, have just decided not
to vote at all. Whereas the second-largest national party (PDK) gained votes in municipalities where it was in the opposition, it lost votes in municipalities where it controlled
power. Hence, the trend of dissatisfaction is valid for all parties in local position, rather
than just for Table 6: Gains and losses based on position vis-a-vis municipal government
the
LDK.
Altog ether,
these trends
point to a
serious loss
of trust in
the Kosovar political parties.
More than anything, perception of voters that they lack tools to influence and to sanction representatives needs to be remedied. Citizens deserve a say when selecting individual representatives and empowering them with a mandate. Better channels of direct
accountability need to be provided for a more accurate reading of voters’ mood and to
properly translate the same into parliamentary agenda. Managing the selection of candidates solely on the preferences of party leader prevents a responsive relation between
voters and representatives. At the same time this will hopefully improve informational
asymmetry about candidates which currently works against citizens.

D) Local position is losing, local opposition is winning
Between local elections
in 2000 and 2002, the
local government in most
Kosovar municipalities
lost votes whereas the
local opposition gained,
regardless which party
controlled power

As stated above, between local elections in 2000 and
2002, the government in most Kosovar municipalities lost votes whereas the opposition gained,
regardless which party controlled power.

In table 5, the numbers in bold in white boxes
denote the score of the party that controlled the
government, whereas the scores in the shaded area
denote the parties that were largely in the opposition. For example, the largest party in Kosovo, LDK, has lost ground in every single
municipality where it had the mandate between those two years (See municipalities of
Prishtina, Gjilan/Gnjilane, Vushtrri, Suharekë, Podujevë, etc), losing on average 3,210
votes per municipality. The same trend, though to a lesser degree, haunts PDK, which
lost ground in three out of four municipalities where it had a majority (Drenas,
Skenderaj and Kaçanik).
A plausible explanation why voters are deflecting from the position is that they do not
KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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see their interests being voiced by the parties. Instead of viewing their voters as the
main source of power, parties have rather chosen an immediate priority of controlling
the executive appointments at all levels. The arguments presented here demonstrate
that voters are taking notice of such a short-term focus and are voting in fewer numbers for the parties in position in their respective municipalities.

E) Not all opposition is
winning

Voter trends based on the size of the opposition
Difference in votes
between municipal
elections in 2000 and 2002
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Whereas the opposition is
20,000
0
winning, it is not all the
Position
Main opposition Second opposition
-20,000
opposition. Rather, only
-40,000
-60,000
the main opposition party
-80,000
is winning, whereas the
-100,000
second largest opposition
Position/Main opposition/Second opposition
party is losing votes along Figure11: Voter trends based on the size of the opposition
the position. For example,
LDK has lost in Gjakovë, but the votes have not gone to PDK as the main opposition
party Kosovo-wide, but rather to the AAK, the major local opposition party. The same
trend is valid for all neighboring municipalities in the whole of Dukagjini Valley, where
AAK leadership was active during the armed resistance in late 1990s (Gjakovë, Deçan,
Klinë, Pejë/Peć) and this is the only area where it saw significant growth). By the same
token, PDK has increased its ranks all over Kosovo, outside of the Dukagjini plain,
where it was in the opposition (Gjilan/Gnjilane, F.Kosovë/Kosovo Polje, Mitrovicë,
Lipjan/Lipljan, Obiliq/Obilić, Rahovec/Orahovac, Podujevë, Prishtinë, Prizren,
Suharekë, Ferizaj, Viti, Vushtrri, Malishevë). While available data remains scarce for
drawing some final explanation, one can see this as a combined sanctioning of position
when dissatisfied with its performance.

F) So, Local Politics Matters
Looking at trends such as the one in Prizren above, or Mitrovicë, or
Rahovec/Orahovac reveals one more trend. Not only that voters are voting increasingly for the local opposition in municipal elections, but this thinking is increasingly determining their voting trends for the central level. It is interesting to observe that the
national elections are following the trend determined by local dynamics. The national
elections (the second and the fourth columns) have stuck to the trends set by local elections in 2000 and 2002. It can be inferred that a number of citizens have cast their
national vote based on their perception of party performance at the local level. A pos24
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sible explanation for this trend is information asymmetry between central and local
level. While contacts with representatives at the capitol are insignificant outside the
realm of electoral campaign, in the case of municipal representatives that is not the
case. The mere vicinity of local bodies provides better chances for an informed judgment. Consequently, gaps of information for party’s performance at the center are
filled gradually by information available at the local
The local thinking is
level.
increasingly determining voter trends for the The general thinking in Kosovo is that the municipal
central level politics does not carry much weight. There are plenty of cases how Prishtina has influenced and harmed local politics (for an extensive discussion about the local government in Kosovo, see “Local Government Reform in
Kosova” published by KIPRED in 2004). They have usually pre-determined the coalition partner whenever it applied and has often given the decisive swing when various
cliques within the parties competed for power. As our research shows, the calculations
of the center over which clique to support were usually based on calculations over the
control of the most lucrative departments or based on national policies of the party.
For example, the Klina-branch of
LDK after the war had a working
coalition with the PDK, but after
the intervention from the center,
was compelled to ally with the
Albanian Demo-Christian Party
(PSHDK) of Kosovo in forming
the local government. Our field
research shows numerous examples where potential coalition parties conditioned their partnership
with particular departments such
as that of Reconstruction for
example.

Figure 12: Electoral trend in selected sample municipalities

Poor intra-party channels of
communication and insufficient
democratic decision-making have
caused sparks within all major
parties. In Ferizaj the attempt of
the out-going mayor turned
Deputy Prime Minister to tap his
successor did not succeed. In
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fact, a candidate from the same party (LDK) emerged and managed to get the necessary support for the seat of the mayor in spite of strong pressure and direct interference from the center. Similarly, in one of its strongholds (Drenas) central leadership of
the PDK had to swallow its open dissatisfaction and to tolerate newly elected leadership of its municipal branch. Similarly, in the Podujevë branch there was serious dissatisfaction within one of the parties where 14 sub-branches out of a total of 18, demanded to assemble the Branch Assembly, however, due to the preferences of the dominating clique at the center, this did not occur. These criteria for forming coalitions could
not go unnoticed in a small place like Kosovo and has led to more dissatisfaction and
to a serious loss of votes for the party as a result.
The local thinking is
Local politics is deciding political allegiances, but this increasingly determay not be because Kosovars have started to decide mining voter trends
based on practical policy issues, but perhaps that this is for the central level
the closest image of the party that the voters see. Local party branches are closer to the
citizen who has more scrutiny of mismanagement. Fading decisiveness of a party
leader as a factor and informational imbalance between central and local level is pushing local politics at the forefront of voters’ attention
The question still remains why more votes have not deflected to other parties? Main
reasons for this seem to be: (a) lack of serious alternatives, and (b) the perception of
party loyalties as turf wars with somewhat entrenched positions by those already in
power, and by those who care more to see their own kin in power than to obtain some
long-term benefits for themselves.

G) Nonvoters are the biggest party now
The fact that most disgruntled voters are withdrawing into the “undecided camp” and
can constitute an election-wining body of swaying votes is shown by comparing the
votes of all parties with the number of citizens who are choosing not to cast their vote
at all. Whereas the non-voters had approximately the same number of votes as the second-largest party in 2000, in 2002 it holds a potential body of voters larger than twice
the major party. With a chronic absence of alternative legal means, prospects of
Kosovars’ positive participation in the public decision-making get extremely bleak.
They basically end up disfranchised and alienated from the system. Citizens’ inclination
to abstain from voting rather than change their earlier voting preference is a clear statement of distrust in the system. No system can afford to ignore statements of that
nature.
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H) The Lack of Alternatives
In respect to the second biggest party one may get the impression that it has fared better. The fact that PDK’s downturn may be milder or that their gain overall is higher
than that of LDK can be explained by the fact that PDK has been in the opposition in
more municipalities than LDK.
The fact that PDK followed a milder trend does not seem to be that they are more preferred based on their actions. The data point to the fact that this may be a result of
them being associated as the main opposition at the Kosovo-wide level, which matters
to some voters for whom national politics is more important than the local politics. The
fact that PDK lost in municipalities it controlled proves that being viewed as the
Kosovo-wide opposition is not sufficient in areas where they controlled the power.
Although PDK often postured as an opposition party, until the 2004 elections it was
part of the government, which may prove the fact why more votes did not flock to
them.
Smaller parties whose
success fell short of their
expected outcome complained that the Kosovar
electorate was too rigid
and that the voters were
used to voting for the top
leader and did not heed
the real offers made by
the other parties

Indications of having incumbent local parties sanctioned show that local politics not only matters, but
is also a determinant factor in swaying votes of
Kosovo elections after 2000. However, the drawback is that due to the lack of alternatives, the stick
that the voters have at their disposal in order to
punish the leaders is too small. At the same time
voters’ rigidity also makes it less likely for sizeable
swings in favor of smaller parties, yet it makes it
most likely to abstain from voting at all.

Even more worrisome, the fact that PDK is losing in its home turf, is an indicator that
its voters are dissatisfied with them. This is a sign that where PDK gained votes, it was
votes disgruntled from others, which is probably similarly with former PDK votes who
decided to switch to LDK, AAK or not to vote at all. If this trend continues, voters in
all municipalities are awaiting a serious disillusionment.

I) Voters are not only after the big leaders, but after successful local politics as
well
Often, analysts who wish to see more dynamic voters who respond more rapidly to the
performance of the parties, hence, in the long term to make the parties more accountable, complain that the voters usually vote for the top leaders. Smaller parties whose
success fell short of their expected outcome also complained that the Kosovar elecKOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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torate was too rigid and that the voters were used to voting for the top leader and that
the real offers made by the other parties were unable to reach the voters as a result. This
may have been true after the war when the voters reward the two major movements
associated with the resistance of the 90s or with the war. Another plausible explanation
is that the alternative offer was not persuasive enough, or that it was not made by the
right persons. The fact that the power of the top leaders is falling is obvious today, not
only indicated by the numbers above, but also by the inability of the leaders to curb the
recent violence, by increased dissatisfaction as expressed by the civil society, as well as
by a trend of low turn-out of protesters when called by the mainstream leaders. These
trends point to a rapidly decreasing legitimacy of the political leaders.
There is tremendous pressure on the parties to The international commurespond to the international community rather than nity should insist that
its voters and their greater vulnerability to the for- true democracy occurs in
mer. This has led to a flirting relationship with the Kosovo, and not encourinternational administration where they increasingly age the leadership to primore are pressured to respond less to domestic marily deliver to the interdemands and more to specific policies designed to national community in
pacify the region. The parties will have to decide the short-term and forget
between these two schizophrenic trends and as the those who put them in
power in the first place
public dissatisfaction is growing, we could likely see
either fallout from the standards path, or increased frustration by the voters who may
decide to punish the mainstream leaders. This may be good in the long-term if the
everyday performance of the parties improves and that their image in front of the public improves. This can only happen if there are fewer rumors about corruption and if
the demands by various groups are met. As a top Balkan analyst once said, the international community expects that after a flirting relationship with the voters (elections), the
local politicians are married to the international community. The international community should insist that true democracy occurs in Kosovo, and not encourage the leadership to primarily deliver to the international community in the short-term and forget
those who put them in power in the first place.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Elections represent the primary form of citizens’ political participation. In consolidated democracies alternatives for citizen participation go far beyond the periodic opportunities to cast a vote. In new and emerging democracies, like Kosovo, the array of such
alternatives is very narrow. Lack of serious options to constructively channel citizens’
preferences into decision-making process compels for a higher attention towards the
fundamental form of political action. A widespread electoral participation is essential
as the basic and one of the most important changes to a participatory decision-making
in Kosovo.
Overall, this paper does not aim to fully explain reasons behind decaying turn-out or to
set a final interpretation of all current trends in electoral behavior. However, it points
out that a dangerous legitimacy vacuum has been created. Non-responsive representation and the lack of personal connectivity between citizens and their representatives is
nourishing political disinterest. It is further inhibiting a healthy exchange of information between citizens and parties, in addition to creating a serious obstacle for voter
mobilization. Perceived inappropriate party governance – otherwise a key factor in relations between voters and representatives - is contributing to decreasing legitimacy
among the public, as it is seen when juxtaposing numbers of voters with those of nonvoters.
As observed from voting trends local issues are
gaining in importance. At the local level, two very
important patterns of voting behavior are discerned. First, a considerable, and growing, number
of voters are sanctioning incumbent government
with a slow shift of their votes toward the largest
municipal opposition. This a positive trend indicating that decisions are made based on voters’ expectations and performance of elected representatives.
Second, even elections at the national level are following this trend mainly due to the
importance that the voters are attaching to the local local level. Due to the distance of
citizens from the central government, the image of the whole PISG is reduced to the
local government. As a result, the citizens are increasingly making their choice about
national elections based on their local perceptions.
Making cosmetic
changes, without tackling
the crux of political interaction in Kosovo will
send the worst message
to those who have long
been expecting a different democracy from the
one they see today

The largest portion of voters is demonstrating its protest and powerlessness against all
parties by not turning out to vote while at the same time it remains deprived of other
feasible forms of legitimate political participation. Unfortunately, any of the trends
above are proving too slow to significantly influence the actions of major parties.
KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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If distrust is growing along with a perception of powerlessness, corruption, incompetence, Kosovo’s democracy is not headed in the right direction. Despite very important
issues that Kosovo faces in its near future, democracy must certainly be one of them.
After all, it is officially one of the key standards. However, making cosmetic changes,
without tackling the crux of political interaction in Kosovo will send the worst message
to those who have long been expecting a different democracy from the one they see
today.
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Recommendations:
1. Change the electoral system. The electoral system at both the central and at the
local level needs to change. Whereas the electoral system for the national assembly was
debated extensively last year, it is essential to add a number of recommendations about
the procedures for electing local representatives and the President of Kosovo.
2. Public debates. Besides the electoral system suggested last year by Reforma 2004,
it is important to have public discussions whether Kosovo needs to have its President
directly elected.
3. Guiding principles. The principles that should guide any thoughts on new legislation are:
• Better accountability
• Fairness to all political parties
• Effective minority participation
• Effective political integration
• Effective representation of constituents
• Effective voter participation
• Effective government, parliament and political parties
• Above all, restore legitimacy
4. Debating municipal elections. Similar discussions should take place about local
elections. Citizens at large should debate the merits and disadvantages of having directly elected mayor, whether opening the lists for municipal councilors is needed.
Discussions at various levels should also include debating mechanisms for adequate
gender and minority representation.
5. We recommend that the future legislation on municipal elections:
• Open lists, where councillors are elected directly by the citizens with universal and equal suffrage.
• Proportional representation. Due to the post-conflict and unconsolidated
practice of political competition, any disproportionality may be widely understood as
deceitful, and likely lead to turmoil. Hence, direct accountability of the open lists must
be combined with a strictly proportional system for the local elections in 2006.
• Gender and minority representation. At the same time, such as system
must ensure adequate gender and minority representation. However, these must be
KOSOVAR INSTITUTE FOR POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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strictly based on performance instead of set-aside or other types of non-competitive
formulas.
• Directly elected mayors. For purposes of higher political and executive
accountability, we recommend to have directly elected mayors, preferrably with a preferential system, where voters rank their choice with (1) and (2). Such a system is conducive to moderation as it makes leaders reach out to a variety of groupings, as well as
avoids the costly second round.
Such a constellation of electoral features is likely to bring about:
• Improved trust. Improve relations and accountability between elected representatives and the voters.
• Intra-party transparency and democracy. Until the proposed changes in
the electoral system take place, it is essential to improve the transparency of candidate
selection within political parties. Reduce uncompetitive, arbitrary and shadowy nomination-processes and selection of candidates.
• Allow real local leaders to emerge. Real local leaders are, in general, stifled. The emergence of true local leadership will inevitably question some of the central policies, and in the first sight will weaken the central leadership. However, it will
provide an incentive for the center to modify their leadership and allow for more input
from localities, ultimately creating (a) the image of more responsive parties, (b) will
serve as an incentive for informal leaders to enter the mainstream politics, (d) allow the
parties to develop more vigorous internal debates about their vision, and (e) this openness will bring about more voters based on ideological posturing rather than from the
regions or families traditionally loyal. Such division of voters will make the inter-party
competition healthier and less likely to escalate into violence.
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Annex I: Results by municipalities*

Deçan

Gjakova

*Percentages of LDK, PDK, AAK, others are based on the total numbers of valid ballots. Nonvoters are as percentage of total ballot cast.
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Gllogovc

Gjilan/Gnjilane
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Dragash / Dragaš

Istog
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Kaçanik

Klina
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Fushë Kosovë / Kosovo Polje

Kamenica
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Mitrovica

Leposavic/Leposaviq
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Lipjan/Lipljan

Novo Brdo/Novobërdë
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Obiliq/Obilic

Rahovec/Orahovac
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Peja/Pec

Podujeva
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Prishtina

Prizren
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Skenderaj

Shtime
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Štrpce/Shtërpcë

Suhareka
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Ferizaj

Viti/Vitina
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Vushtrri

Zubin Potok

Zvecan/Zveçan
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